SWEP introduces Hypertwain – an
innovative concept for the AC &
Heat pump markets!
SWEP's Hypertwain® is a revolutionary
new technology that optimizes both
cooling and heating and keeps the need
for space, electricity, and refrigerants to a
bare minimum. Hypertwain is the answer
to the rising demand for comfortable
indoor climate – and the absolute
necessity of using fewer resources.

Read more

SWEP exhibits in 2022 HVAC&R Japan
trade show
After 4 years since the 2018 edition, SWEP was
an impressive presence at HVAC&R Japan 2022
held on February 2nd-4th in Tokyo, introducing its
cutting-edge BPHE technologies and latest
product development. Thanks to all who visited
the SWEP booth, and we are looking forward to
more cooperation with customers by providing our
solutions for a sustainable future!
Read more

SWEP launches new company film!
With energy usage on the rise and the
severity of climate change, converting to
renewable energy sources and using energy
more efficiently is urgent. Challenging
efficiency has been the mission of SWEP for
decades, and it is now rolled out in a more
visualized way. SWEP recently launched its
new company film for customers to better
understand who we are and what we’re
committed to.
Watch the video

Enhancement of the All-Stainless range from
SWEP with B222 large-size model
All-Stainless is highly suitable for a wide range of industrial
applications with high demands on corrosion resistance,
low tolerance for contamination and/or high operating
temperatures.
During the fall of 2021, the B221 was added as the first
large size model to enhance a strong and diversified
portfolio of existing small and medium size models. Now,
we are pleased to introduce the B222 which complements
it’s B221 sibling with bigger ports and a higher fluid
capacity.

Find out more

Take a flight through SWEP’s District
Energy landscape
Take a flight through SWEP's District
Energy landscape and discover several
energy saving applications relating to heat
networks that are set to play a key role in
the future provision of affordable,
sustainable, and low carbon heat.
Learn more

SWEP presented with Trane’s 2021
Continuous Improvement Award!
The Trane 2021 Continuous
Improvement Award recognizes suppliers
who are using operational excellence
principles to drive improvement in key
performance metrics. SWEP was
awarded this honor because of their
ability to supply high quality products in a
timely manner, despite the struggles
2021 presented to the manufacturing
world.
Read more
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